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Abstract— The AutoCert tool takes a set of mission safety 

requirements, and formally verifies that auto-generated code 
satisfies these requirements. It generates human-readable and 
traceable safety documentation in the form of a hyper-linked 
report that provides a high-level traceable structured argument 
for why the code complies with the specified requirements.   
 

Index Terms— automated code generation, model-based 
design, verification and validation, code reviews 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 odel-based development and automated code 
generation are increasingly used by NASA 

missions (e.g., Constellation uses MathWorks’ Real-
Time Workshop), but the V&V situation remains 
unsatisfactory for several reasons: 

• Code reviews are still necessary for mission-
critical software, but auto-generated code is 
often difficult to understand, and requires 
reviewers to match subtle details of textbook 
formulas and algorithms to model and/or code. 

• Common modeling and programming languages 
do not allow important requirements to be 
represented explicitly (e.g., units, coordinate 
frames, quaternion handedness); consequently, 
such requirements are generally expressed 
informally and the generated code is not traced 
back to these requirements. 

• Writing documentation is tedious and therefore 
often not completed or kept up to date. 

In this paper, we describe a new tool that generates 
human-readable and traceable safety documentation 
from the results of an automated analysis of auto-
generated code. It is based on the AutoCert code analysis 
tool, which takes a set of mission safety requirements, 
and formally verifies that the code satisfies these 
requirements. AutoCert exploits the idiomatic nature of 
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auto-generated code in order to automatically infer 
logical annotations which allow the fully automatic 
formal verification of the required properties. AutoCert 
can verify both simple execution-safety requirements 
(e.g., variable initialization before use, array out of 
bounds, etc.), as well as domain- and mission-specific 
requirements such as the consistent use of Euler angle 
sequences and coordinate frames.  

The results of the code analysis are used to generate a 
hyper-linked report that provides a high-level traceable 
structured argument for why the code complies with the 
specified requirements. The report makes the following 
information explicit: assumptions (e.g., the physical 
units and constraints on input signals), assumptions on 
intermediate variables in the computation (representing 
intermediate signals in the model), the algorithms used 
by the code generator to implement the various blocks, 
the dependencies between variables, and the chain of 
reasoning which allows the requirements to be 
concluded from the assumptions. The tool matches 
against candidate algorithms for various mathematical 
operations, and then uses theorem proving to check that 
they really are correct implementations. The report links 
to the source code, giving traceability between 
verification artifacts (e.g., verification conditions), 
documentation, and code. In order to construct a 
justification that code meets its requirements, a diligent 
code reviewer must “rediscover” all the information 
which is automatically generated by AutoCert, so our 
tool can result in substantial savings in effort. 

Our approach, both to the formal verification and the 
construction of the review reports, is independent of the 
particular generator used, and we have applied it to code 
generated by several different in-house and commercial 
code generators, including MathWorks’ Real-Time 
Workshop. In particular, we have applied our tool to 
several subsystems of the navigation software currently 
under development for the Constellation program, and 
used it to generated review reports for mission-specific 
requirements such as the consistent use of Euler angle 
sequences and coordinate frames. 
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